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1.2. DIRECT EXPORTS TO THE EU27
I AM A COMPANY EXPORTING DIRECTLY TO THE EU27  

AND MY PRODUCTS STAY IN THE EU27

Customs procedures
All exporters involved in clearing goods through a customs border are required to be registered 
with the relevant customs authority. This is achieved through the issuing of an Economic Operators 
Registration and Identification (EORI) number.

A valid EORI number is needed to obtain Binding Origin Information (BOI) and Binding Tariff 
Information (BTI) decisions. When combined, both decisions enable exporters to claim any tariff 
preferences that have been granted (see What are EORI, BTI and BOI?).

Until 1 January 2021, an EORI number issued by any EU Member State’s customs authority was 
valid for the entire territory of the EU. Since 1 January 2021, all EORI numbers and associated BOI 
and BTI decisions issued by the UK customs authority will no longer be valid for goods exported 
to the EU27 market. All border clearance operations for the entry of goods to the EU27 now need 
to take place on the basis of an EU27 issued EORI number and EU27 determined BOI and BTI 
decisions.
Exporters serving EU27 markets that have an EORI number beginning with the prefix GB 
************* will need to obtain a new EORI number issued by an EU27 Member State customs 
authority. On the basis of the newly issued EORI number, the exporter will need to reapply for BTI 
and BOI decisions (see Applying for EORI in an EU27 Member State).

Companies holding UK-issued EORIs, if they have not already done so, should apply for an EORI 
number issued by an EU27 customs authority.

This is only an issue if you are an ACP horticultural exporter responsible for clearing goods through 
EU customs borders. You do not have to apply for an EU EORI number if your import partner in the 
EU is the one responsible for clearing goods through the EU customs border, as they will already 
be in possession of a EU-valid EORI number.

Brexit preparedness checklist: Customs procedures

1.  ACP companies involved in clearing goods through an EU customs border on the 
basis of an EORI number issued by the UK customs authority (beginning with the 
prefix GB*********) should request the assignment of an EORI number from the 
customs authority of an EU27 Member State. New BTI and BOI decisions will then be 
granted on the basis of the new EU-issued EORI number (see Applying for EORI in an 
EU27 Member State).

2. ACP companies should ensure their partners responsible for clearing goods through 
an EU customs border on the basis of a UK-issued EORI number are taking steps to 
obtain an EU27-issued EORI number. Your partner will then need to secure new BTI 
and BOI decisions on the basis of the new EORI number.
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Certifications and authorisations
Unless an explicit commitment is made by the UK Government to continue to recognise EU-
issued authorisations and certificates, then goods without a valid UK-recognised certificate or 
authorisation are not allowed to be placed on the UK market. These requirements also cover 
labelling and marking requirements.

Official certification of organic products is of most immediate significance to ACP horticultural 
exports.  In the final months of 2020 both the UK and the EU decided unilaterally to continue to 
recognise organic certification issued by the EU and the UK respectively throughout 2021 (see 
organic certification). This unilateral recognition was extended in the 24 December 2020 EU/
UK trade agreement through a formal commitment to mutual recognition of organic certification 
for products listed in specific annexes until the end of 2023. This mutual recognition will be 
reassessed by 31 December 2023 to determine whether such arrangements will be extended.

The 24 December 2020 agreement stated ‘if, as a result of that reassessement, equivalence is not 
confirmed by a party, recognition of equivalence shall be suspended.’ If recognition of equivalence 
is suspended from 31 December 2023, ACP exporters of organic products would then need to 
obtain certification from both an EU27 and UK certification agency to be able to continue to place 
their goods for sale respectively on both the EU27 and UK market as organic products. 

An invalid organic certificate would not prevent ACP organic product exporters from selling their 
product on the EU or UK market after 31 December 2023, but it would mean they would not be 
allowed to sell it as an organic product and hence would lose the organic price premium enjoyed.
A close eye will need to be maintained on the evolution of the EU/UK mutual recognition 
agreement on organic certification agencies in 2023, so timely and appropriate actions can be 
taken by ACP organic product exporters to ensure they remain eligible to sell their products on 
organic markets in the EU27. 

Beyond organic certification it is unclear what other authorisation and certification issues may arise 
for horticultural products. The situation will need to be checked on a product-by-product basis.

NOTE

This section does not cover phytosanitary certificates (which are dealt in another section) or private 
certification requirements (which are not a market access issue but a marketing requirement).

Brexit preparedness checklist: Certifications and authorisations

1.  Since EU/UK mutual recognition of organic certification issued by their respective 
certification agencies has been agreed until 31 December 2023 the need to secure 
separate EU27 and UK organic certification for sales on the EU27 and UK market 
respectively has been deferred.

2.  Should EU and UK organic standards diverge after 31 December 2023, and mutual 
recognition lapse, ACP exporters will need to secure organic certification from an 
authorised agency from the market being served (either the EU27 or the UK). 

3. The need for other certification or authorisation requirements will need to be checked 
on a product-by-product basis.




